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Abstract

Packet filters provide roles for classifying packets
based on header fields. High speed packet classifica-
tion has received much study. However, the twin prob-
lems of fast updates and fast conflict detection have
not received fnuch attention. A conflict occurs when
two classifiers overlap, potentially creating ambiguity
for packets that match both filters. For example, if
Rule 1 specifies that all packets going to CNN be rote
controlled and Rule 2 specifies that all packets coming
from Walmart be given high priority, the roles con-
flict for troffic from Walmart to CNN. There has been
prior work on efficient conflict detection for two dimen-
sional cla.5.5ifiers. However, the best known algorithm
for conflict detection for geneml classifier.~ is the naive
O(N2) algorithm of comparing each pair of nJles for
a conflict. In this paper, we describe an efficient and
scalable conflict detection algorithm for the generol case
that is significantly faster. For example, for a database
of 20,000 roles, our algorithm is 40 times faster. than
the f£aive implementation. Evef£ without considerif£.9
conflicts, our algorithm also provides a packet classi-
fier with fast updates and fast lookups that can be used

for statejtJl packet filtering.

Introduction1

Beyond traditional 32-bit destination IP address
lookups, many routers perform packet cla..,sification on
other IP header fields for purposes such as packet fil-
tering in firewalls, binding flows to MPLS labels for
traffic engineering, or binding flows to DiffServ code
points to provide QoS. To do so each router keeps a rule
database which consists of a finite sequence of rules,
RI, R2'. .. ,RN. Each rule is a combination of k val-
ues, one for E'.ach significant header field. Three kind
of matches are allowed for each packet processed by a
router: exact match, prefix match, or mnge match. In

an exact match, the header field of the packet should
cxa<--tly match the rule ficld-for instance, this is useful
for protocol and flag fields. In a prefix match, the rule
field should be a prefix of the packet header fipJd-this
is useful for blocking access from a specified subnet-
work. In a range match, the header values should lie in
the range specified by the rule-this is useful for spec-
ifying port number ranges. Ranges, however, can be
converted into prefixes as shown in [15, 16].

Each rule ~ has an associated action act', which
specifies how to forward the packet matching this rule.
The action may specify if the packet should be blocked
or if it is to be forwarded, it specifies the outgoing
link on which the packet is to be sent, and perhaps
also a queue within that link if the corresponding flow
ha.'! bandwidth guarantees. We say that a packet P
matche.9 a rule R if each field of P matches the corre-
sponding field of R-the match type is implicit in the
specification of the field.

A problem may occur when a packet matches mul-
tiple filters with conflicting values for the action field.
Let's consider the simple example in Figure 1. The
rules in the tables are associated with actions to guar-
antee bandwidth. The first rule Ro assigns all packets
that match thc tuple (0*,10*) a bandwidth equal to
10 Mbps, while the second rule Rl assigns all pack-
ets that match the tuple (00*, 1*) a bandwidth equal
to 100 Mbps. A conflict occurs in this ca.c;e because
it is unclear what bandwidth (i.e., 10 or 100 Mbps)
should be allocated to packets which match the tuple
(00*,10*). We call such a conflict an overlapping con-
flict because there are some packets that match Ro and
not R1 , some that match R1 and not Ro, and some that
match both.

A second type of conflict, a subset conflict, occurs
between the rules R2 and R3' The fields in R3 describe
a strict subsct of the fields in rulc R2. The position of
the rules in the database in this CAc;e is used to decide
which of them is to be applied when a packet matches
both rules. Assuming the standard firewall rule where
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a<ld new rules more frequently than once every 10-100
packet arrival times. For example, for a stateful fil-
tering application the number 10-100 could represent
the number of packets in a conversation because a fil-
ter may have to be inserted (and checked for conflicts)
when a new conversation starts. This allows a larger
time budget for conflict detection and insertion than for
pure lookup (which must complete in a single packet
arrival time [6, 7]) but is still challenging.

the lower the position number, the highcr the priority, a
packet with a header (1110,1111) will only be assigned
10 Mbps according to R2. The last two rules B.4 and
Rs do not have any conflict with any of the other rules
in the database.

,. Rule I Field} I Fielu2 I ActIon

1.1 Filter Conflict Detection - Problem Statement

Figure 1. A simple example wjtb 6 rules on two fields.

We give a formal statement of the conflict detection
problem. Given a databasc of filters H containing N
filters with k dimensions and a new filter F with field~
(Fl,. .. , Ft) list all the filters P in H such that for all
the the fields Pi, i = 1... k, Pi is either a prefix of Fi
or an exact match, or Fi is a prefix of Pi.

There are two main factors that we consider in eval-
uating our implementation. These are the number of
memory accesses required by an operation (the main
limitation in modern computer architectures) and the
memory size occupied by data structures (because it is
important to fit into high speed memory).

Previous Work2

Packet filter cla.'!sification ha.'I received broad atten-
tion( [10, 15,6, 16,7,3, 12, 13,5]); from previmlS work,
it appears that the general problem is inherently hard
(in a worst-case sense) when the filters contain more
than 2 fields. While Ternary CAMs [11] offer a good
solution in hardware for small classifiers, they use too
much power and do not scale well to large classifiers.

A practical solution for multi-dimcnsional packet
classification problem is given in a paper which we refer
to as the original bit vector SC".heme (BV) [10]. However,
it is difficult to scale the scheme to large rule database.
[1] addresses these limitation in the BV scheme and
introduces two new ideas, recursive aggregation of bit
maps and filter rearrangement, to create an Aggregate
Bit Vector scheme (ABV).

None of the papers above addresses the new problem
of conflict detection. Moreover, most of these schemes
heavily use precomputation to speed up filter search;
this makes rule updates slow. The problem of filter
classification schemes with fast updates has received
only little attention [3, 5, 14]. Filter conflict detec-
tion has rL'Ccivcd attcntion only recently [4, 8]. [8] de-
scribes a fast (linear in the length of each rule) algo-
rithm for two-dimensional classifiers and some other
special cases, and a slow O(N2), where N is the num-
ber of filters, algorithm for general classifiers. Since

[8] introduced these two types of conflicts and
showed that subset conflicts can be avoided by posi-
tioning but overlapping conflicts cannot, in general, be
avoided by repositioning. Instead, [8] suggests intro-
ducing a new rule for each area that is shared by multi-
ple overlapping rules, for example in the case of ~ and
R1, the new rule (00*,11*). In our paper, we will not
distinguish between these two types of conflicts but de-
scribe an algorithm to identify either all the conflicting
pairs of rules in a database, or to identify all rules that
conflict with a newly added rule. While some conflicts
may be intentional, [8] reports many instances of ir-
reconcilable conflicting actions that indicate erroneous
action by managers. Thus flagging conflicts for man-
agers or protocols that insert filters is an important

problem.
We believe that conflict detection will become an

important problem as router vendors offer larger clas-
sifier tables (up to 64K rules in some produt.-ts) and
the rules are used for potentially conflicting purposes
such as QoS, security, and Cu."tomer Relationship Man-
agement (a fonn of QoS where certain flows are dy-
namically identified as being important "customers"
and given better service). In many of these applica-
tions, some service (e.g., Intrusion Detection, stateful
filtering, or CRM) may dynamically insert a new rule
that can conflict with existing security or QoS policy.
While the majority of added filters will not conflict [6],
a mechanism to warn managers of potential conflicts
seems necessary to avoid breaches of the security or
QoS policies.

Clearly, in the examples above the time to add fil-
ters and detect conflicts is important, especially for
large databases. Thus the ultimate goal is to achieve a
sc.heme that allows both pac-.ket classification and rule
updates at close to line speed. However, in practice
even the most dynamic rule database is unlikely to
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Simplistic Conflict Detection Using the Origi-
nal Bit Vector Scheme

3.1real databases often use 5 or more fields, and do not
fit the special ca.c;es (e.g., some of the special ('.ases in
[8] restrict prefix lengths to either 0 or 32), their fast
algorithm cannot be used for such databases. A re-
cent paper [4] provides a O(N1.S) algorithm for the 2-
dimensional case only, but for a different priority-based
definition of the notion of conflict.

The bottom line is that previous work describes
no efficient conflict detection algorithm for general 5-
dimensional databases other than the naive one of com-
paring every pair of rules for conflicts in O(N2) time.
For example, for 10,000 rules, assuming that each
rules takes five (Destination IP address, Source IP ad-
dress, Protocol, Dest and Source Port ranges and prefix
length information) 32-bit words to store, the naive al-
gorithm must access 10,000*9999*5/2 memory words,
which is roughly 250 million memory accesses. Thus it
is worth looking for faster algorithms, the subject of
this paper.

Contributions and results2.1

Our paper goes beyond the work in [10, 1] by ad-
dressing an important new problem: fast packet filter
conflict detection. It also investigat~ further the ef-
fects of aggregation introduced by [1], and shows, per-
haps surprisingly that aggregation can also reduce the
overall memory size. The algorithms we develop can be
used for solving the general k-dimensional problem.
We evaluate them on both real firewall databases and
synthetically generated 5-dimensional databases. Our
results show an order of magnitude improvement (e.g.,
a factor of 40 improvement for a 20,000 rule database)
over the naive O(n2) algorithm as well a.'! simplistic
extensions of [10, I}.

While our algorithm looks superficially similar to
[10} (in the use of bitmaps) and to [1] (in the use
of aggregation), we emphasize that both the problem
we solve (conflict detection versus classification) and
our solution (we use a subtree semantic for computing
bitmaps as opposed to a path semantic) are completely
different from these previous papers.

The BV scheme is a form of divide-and-conquer
which divides the packet classification problem into
k subproblems, and then combines the results. It
builds k l-dimensional tries asso<,;ated with each field
in the original filter database. We assume that ranges
are converted to prefixes using techniques shown in

[15, 16].
For each trie Tl, I = 1,.. . , k aN-bit vector is asso-

ciated with each node Ml in the trie which corresponds
to a valid prefix node. A bit i is set in the bit vector at
node M if and only if there is a rule R. in the database
with a field R~ which is a prefix (or equal) with the path
from root to M in the trie. The result of applying BV
for the filter database in Figure 2 is shown in Figure 3.
We consider for now only the boxed bit vectors in the
fig\Ire. For example, the bit vector associated with the
rightmost leaf node in the second trie is 00100011011
(the left most bit is associated with ilo) because the
prefix 1111* associated with this node is matched by
both *,111* and 1111* which corresponds to the values
in rules 2, 6, 7, 9 and 10.

Let's assume we want to check if a rule with the tu-
ple (1*,1*) conflicts with any of the rules in the origi-
nal database. We traverse the tries until we reach the
nodes which arc the best match for the prefixes in the
rule. In this example, we do not have an exact match
on either of the fields. The longest matching prefix is *
for both tries. However, the bit vectors that label these
nodes specify the rules which have fields that are either
an exact match(only if it was an exact match) or pre-
fixes of the one we are looking for. This is insufficient
because we also want to consider fields that are suffixes
of the ones we are looking for. Thus to identify all pos-
sible conflicts, we also need to check the descendants
of the nodes where we found our best match.

More precisely, the basic algorithm for conflict de-
tection \Ising BV for a k-dimensional filter database
is as follows. Trie T. is associated with field i from the
rule databa.qe. The trie is built on all possible prefixes
that are found in the field i in any rule in the database.
A node in trie T. is associated with a valid prefix P if
there is at least one rule in the database which has
a value equal to P in field i. Each such node is ap-
pended with a bit vector with a size equal to the size
of the database. A bit is set in position I in the bit
vector if the I - th rule in the database has in field i a
value which is either a prefix or an exact match of P.

When a new rule R(H1,... , H/c) needs to be checke<l
for conflicts, a longest matching prefix node is identified
in each of the tries for each field i in the rule. H such a

Towards a New Scheme for Fast Con-
flict Detection

3

In this section we introduce our ideas for a fast con-
flict detection scheme. Given that the BV scheme is a
fast and practical scheme for packet classification, we
start by adapting it for conflict detection. The result-
ing simplistic scheme has a number of inefficiencies that
will motivate our final scheme.
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Figure 3. Two tri~ 888OCiated with each of the fiel~
in the database of Figure 2, together with both the bit
vectors (boxed) and the aggregate vectors (bolded) ass0-
ciated with nod~ that corr8pood to valid prefixes. The
bits are 8C!t according with the 8elnanucs in the original
hit vector echerne. The aggregate bit vector has 3 big
using an aggregation size of 4. Bits are numbered from
left. to right. We mark the nodes that need to be ch«.ked
for ~ble conOic\s when a rule with the fields (1*,1*) is
inserted.

Figure 2. A simple example of a two dimensional
database with 11 rules.

3.2 Conflict detection using aggregated bit vector
scheme

H the bit vectors are sparse (i.e., very few set bits),
the BV algorithm has to read aU bits, which is a waste.
Aggregated bit vector schcme(ABV) [1] addresses this
limitation by allocating two bit vectors to eaclI valid
prefix node. The first bit vector lias N bits for the BV
bit vector. The second bit vector is computed from the
first one by using aggregation. Using an aggregate size
of A, a bit k in this vector is set if and only if there
is at least one rule Rn, A x k ~ n ~ A x k + 1 - 1 for
which P is a prefix of R:.. The aggregate bit vector
has r ~l bits. Figure 3 shows the application of the
aggregation for the example database in Figure 2 using
an aggregate size A = 4. The main idea is that the
aggregate bit vector provides a compact signature to
eliminate redundant reads to words that have no bits
set.

With minor modifications, the aggregation scheme
can be directly used in the conflict detection algorithm.
The union and intersection operations can be made
to avoid redundant reads by considering only words
corresponding to bits which are set in the aggregate.
Even with aggregation, the algorithm is rather slow
because of the need to compute the union of all the

node Ni exist in dimension i, its bit vector identifies thc
ruleR in the database which for the dimenRion i contain
prefixeR of Hi. We need to identify for each dimension
i all rnles which contain prefixeR that are suffixes of
Hi. To do so, we compute the union of the already
obtained bit vectors together with the bit vectors of all
nodes contained in the subtne rooted at Ni. The set of
rules that are possible conflicts are then identified by
the intersection of all thc bit vectors prcviously built
for each trie Ti' i = 1... k.

The pseudocode for this implementation is:
1. DetectConftjctBV (R(Hl,... ,Hk),T(Tl,... ,T.»
2. for i +- 1 to k do
3. Ni +-longestPrefixMatchNode(T[i), Hi);
4. temp[i) +- Ni.bitVI'.d;
5. for _ch valid prefix node M in the subtrie

with the root in the node identified by the
prefix Hi

6. temp[i) +- temp[i)UM.bitVerj;
7. returnn~_ltemp[i).bitVect;
Unfortunately, this simplistic algorithm may involve

a large number of nodes from the subtries in each di-
mension. A first optimization is to consider only leaf
nodes in the subtrie because for B V the union of all
the bit vectors from a subtne is equal to the union of
the bit vectors in the leaves, Thus line 5 in the pseu-
docode can be changed using this observation above.
But we can do better. We address the limitations of
this scheme by focusing on two separate areas:

. how to decrease the complexity of operations on
large bit vectors;

. how to reduce the number of bit vectors to be ex-
amined by reducing the number of nodes in the
trie which need to be checked.
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leaves in each subtrie defined by the header fields. This
setB the stage for our main new idea.

4 A Fast Conflict Detection Bit Vector
Algorithm

In this section we describe our new algorithm for fast
conflict detection. We start by showing a new seman-
tic for computing bit vectors through which we avoid
excessive subtrie traversals to detect conflicts.

tries in the Figure 4 we compute the union of all the
bit vectors from valid prefix nodes which are prefix
or exact match for 1* in the first trie and 1* in the
second trie(step 1). The result is: OOOOO(M:X)OOI and
00000001001. Intersection of these bit vectors gives the
set of rules which have fields that are either prefixes of
the fields in the rule we check or are an exact match. In
this example the result is 00000000001, showing that
there is one nIle RIo in the database matching this
criteria.

In Figure 5, for each trie we compute the union
of the bitmaps associated with nodes which are valid
prefixes and immediate children of the nodes associ-
ated with the prefix l*(step 2). These nodes are: 10*,
1111* in the first trie and 100010*, 100011* and 111*
in the second trie. Please notice that the nodes 1000*,
10110*, 10111* in the first trie and 111001* and 1111*
in the second trie are not considered. The results of the
union operation are 01110110000 and 10101010010 re-
spectively. The values obtained in the previous two
steps are combined once again (union) in each di-
mension(trie) (step 3). The intermediate values are:
01110110001 and 10101011011 respectively. In the end
the values are intersected(step -l) and the final result
is 00100010001. The result shows that there are three
rules(R2,~, RIo) which may generate a conflict.

If we intersected only the results from step 2, we
would have obtained the set of rules which in all fields
have values which have 1* a..'! prefix. However, this
misses rule RIO which may also generate a conflict.
Therefore, the set of all the rules which may gener-
ate conflicts is given by first doing the union of the bit
vectors in the Figure 4 as in the first case above fol-
lowed by an union with the bit vectors in the Figure 5.
The k bit vectors are then intersected; a value of 1 in
the result identifies rules with a possible conflict.

4.1 A new semantic for the bit vectors

Consider again the general k-dimensional problem in
which k tries are computed. Each valid prefix node in
the trie has an associated bit vector. For simplicity we
start by not considering aggregation. We later discuss
an extension using aggregation.

In each of the tries Tj, i = 1... k, each node asso-
ciated with a valid prefix contains two bit vectors. A
first bit vector (bit Vectl) has a bit I set if and only
if there is a rule R., whose field i provides an exact
match with the node prefix. The second bit vector
(bitVect2) modifies the semantics of the bit vector in
the original bit vector scheme [10] to satisfy the follow-
ing invariant: for all tries Tj, i = 1... k, in each valid
prefix node N associated with a prefix P, the bit vec-
tor N.bitVect2 = (UC.bitVect2) UN.bitVectl, where
nodes C are all the immediate descendants of N that
are also valid prefix nodes. In other words, we only
need to explore the subtrie rooted at N till we reach a
valid prefix node on each path.

Intuitively, the original BV scheme computes a bit
map at node N corresponding to all valid prefix nodes
in the path from the root to node N. Our first bit vec-
tor, by contrast, computes a bit ve.ctor that only cor-
responds to exact (and not prefix) matches. Our sec-
ond bit vector turns the B V bit vector semantic.9 upside
doum and computes the bitmap at node N correspond-
ing to the union 01 the bitvectors associated with all
valid prefix nodes in the subtrie rooted at node N. The
reader may obje<.1 at this point "That's just a different
form of precomputation". However, we need to show
(as we do below) that this new bit semantic can be up-
dated efficiently (fast updates) and can be used to do
packet classification (as in the BV scheme).

We consider the filter database in Figure 2 to exem-
plify our new semantic. The appended bit vectors with
the new semantics are displayed in Figure 5 while the
bit vectors corresponding to rules with prefixes which
are an exact match are shown in Figure 4. Assume
a rule (1*,1*) which needs to be checked for conflicts
with the other rules in the database. For each of the

4.2 A fast conflict filter detection algorithm

Given a rule R(H1,... , Hk) we want to identify all
the possible conflicts it might have with other rules in
the database. A trie Ti is built for each dimension i.
Each valid prefix node in the trie is appended with two
bit vectors. A bit 1 is set in the first bit vector if and
only if the 1- th rule in the database has its field i value
be an exact match with the node prefix (bitVectl). The
second bit vector (bitVect2) has the bits set according
with the semantic described in the previous section.

We are also willing to trade some memory space in
order to reduce the search time for possible conflicts.
We would like to find a way in which for each rule
R, in each trie there is at most one node with enough
information regarding possible conflicts.
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Figure 4. Two tries associated with each of the fields
in the daLabase of Figure 2, together with both the bit
vectors (boxed) and the aggregate vectors (bolded) ass0-
ciated with nodes that correspond to valid prefixes. The
bits in a node are set only if there is an exact match
between the filter prefix and the node. The aggre-
gate bit vector has 3 bits using an aggregation size
of 4. Bits are numbered from left to right.

Figure 5. Two tries associated with each of the fields
in the database of Figure 2, together with both the bit
vectors (boxed) and the aggregate vectors (bolded) ass0-
ciated with nodeR that correspond to valid prefixes. The
bits are set according to the new semantic we in-

troduce. The aggregate bit vector has 3 bits using
an aggregation size of 4. Bits are numbered from
left to right. We mark the nodes that need to be
checked for possible conflicts when a rule with the
fields (1*,1*) is inserted.

Consider the same filter database example in the
Figure 2. Two tries are computed for each of the di-
mensions. However, all the one-way branches are com-
pressed this time using path compression technique.
The resulting coTnpressed tries are displayed in Fig-
ure 6. The valid prefix nodes in the compressed tries
carry the same bit vectors(bitVutl, bitVut2) as in the
algorithm before. However, the main difference is that
we also insert the bit vutor bitVect2 in all nodes, even
if a node does not correspond to a valid prefix. It is
easy to see that in this case we can at most double the
amount of memory because every node other than a leaf
has two children in a compressed trie.However, by do-
ing so in each search for a conflict of the rule R in each
dimension i the algorithm needs to read bitVectl from
all the valid prefix nodes that are traversed until the
longest prefix match plus the bitVut2 from the node
that has Hi as a prefix and has the smallest height.

For example, suppose that we want to check a rule
(1*,1*) for possible conflicts with the other rules in our
example in Figure 2. In this case the total number of
bit vectors which are read is: 2+2 = 4 (Figure 6). The
first value is given by the number of bitVutl values to
be read (line 4,5 in the pseudocode), while the second
value is given by the number of bit Vut2 values to be
read (line 7 in the pseudocode). Thus we observe that
the number of bit Vut2 values read is k, where k is the
number of dimensions. Using the scheme in which the
bit vectors are computed as in the BV scheme there

are a total of 10 bit vectors which need to be read from
memory, or in an optimized version in which only the
leaf nodes are read, a total of 8 bit vectors.

The pseudocode for the algorithm is given bclow.
The tries Tj, i = 1... k are all assumed to be com-

pressed.
1.FastDetectConftict(R(H1,... ,H~),T(TI,... ,T~»
2. for if-I to k do
3. temp[i)f-OO...Oj
4. for each valid prefix node M from root until

an exact match of Hi
5. temp[i) f- M.bitVectl U temp[i)j
6. L f- the smallest height node having Hi

as prefix
1. temp[i) f- temp[i) U L.bitVect2j

8. returnn~=1 temp[i)j
As in the previous algorithms there are a number

of bit vector operations which can be made more ef-
ficient using aggregation. If the algorithm above uses
aggregation, the pseudocode remains unmodified but
the semantics of both the union and intersection oper-
ation as well as the data structure used for representing
bitVectl and bitVect2 need to be changed. We call SBV
our algorithm for fast conflict detection and ASBV the
modified version of the algorithm using aggregation.
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The second type of databases we used were
randomly generated 5 field (i.e., five dimensional)
databases. In the absence of large public classifiers
we used the methodology of [1] to generate random
databases that take into account characteristics of the
small industrial databases we had, as well as other fac-
tors that help stress our algorithm. However, because
of 13.{'1< of space we only draw the conclusion of our
measurements. The full set of results can be found in
[21.

Field 1

,-
I~'~~

,.

Field 2

~

~I'~~~., ,.
5.2 Performance Evaluation on Commercial Fire-

wall Databases,. 101000000-1~(xjj-1~
... node ,. 010

0 .p-

0 valid prdix node
i:.! DIMIe checked when (.-, .-) rule k illSerted

Figure 6. Two compressed tries associated with each of
the fields in the database of Figure 2, together with both
the bit vectors (boxed) and the aggregate vectors (bolded)
associated with the nodes. The aggregate bit vector has
3 bits using an aggregation size of 4. Bits are numbered

from left to right.

We experimentally evaluate our new algorithm SBV
with and without aggregation on the four commercial
firewall databases described in the beginning of this
section. Our algorithm trades memory size for speed by
a.c;sociating two different bit vectors with every single
prefix node in the tries. Therefore one would think it
should use about three times more the memory space
used by the original bit vector scheme. However, this
is not true when one includes aggregation, as we see
below.

We start by experimentally investigating the impa£--t
of the data structures we use on the total memory re-
quired. The rules in the databa.c;es are converted into
a prefix format using techniques described in [15, 16].

The memory space occupied by a node in a com-
pressed trie is higher than in a regular trie. We consider
a node in the BV algorithm with a regular trie to use 3
memory words (pointers to two children, plus pointer
to a bit vector) while a node in the SBV algorithm,
using a compressed trie to use 6 memory words.

The results in Figure 7 confirm one expected obser-
vation: the memory size occupied by the bit vectors in
the BV scheme is about a third the size occupied by
those in SBV (recall that SBV also stores bit vectors
in nodes which are not associated with valid prefixes).
However, the results show several other interesting fea-
tures:

Evaluation5

In this section we evaluate our conflict detection al-
gorithm versus the naive algorithm and simplistic ex-
tensions of previous bit vector schemes on both real
and synthetically created databases. The synthetically
created databases are necessary to show the scalability
of our algorithm; the real databases we were able to
obtain are relatively small.

5.1 Experimental Evaluation Method

We measure speed in terms of memory accesses, the
amount of memory used, and the effects of aggregation.

We use two different types of databases. First, we
use 4 firewall databases from existing commercial or-
ganizations. They are five dimensional databases in
which each tuple contains (IP source prefix, IP destina-
tion prefix, source port range, destination port range,
protocol). We convert the destination and source
port ranges to a prefix format using technique shown
in [15, 16]. The salient features of these databases are
that most prefixcs have lengths 0 or 32, no prefix con-
tains more than 4 matching subprefixes, the destina-
tion and source prefix fields in around half the rules
were wildcarded, and roughly half the rules had ?; 1024
in the port number fields.

1. Aggregation considerably reduces the size of the
memory occupied by the bit vectors ( column 4 vs.
5, column 6 vs. 7 and column 8 vs. 9). There is no
reason to store a word which has no bit set in the
aggregate vector. The aggregate contains enough
information to identify the words containing bits
which are set and the position of these words.

2. Aggregation has a larger impact on the memory
size occupied by the bit vectors in SBV. This is
because a large number of bit vectors are of type
bit Vectl which corresponds to exact matches, with
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a very large number of Os which can be substan-
tially compressed using aggregation.

3. SBV with aggregation uses a slightly larger
amount of memory than the original bit vector
scheme(BV) because of additional bit vectors that
are inserted.

The performance results of SBV and BV are shown
in Figure 8. The number represents the total number
of memory accesses to check the entire database for
conflicts.

We consider a buildup with rules from the four com-
mercial firewall databases. We add each of the rules in
these databases in the order they were in the original
database. A conflict check is executed before each rule
is inserted. The results in Figure 8 which shows the to-
tal number of memory words which are accessed during
the entire operation. Several conclusions can be drawn:

Aggregation applied to BV contributes to a reduc-
tion in the average conflict search time by a factor
of 1.87 - 2.14.

2. Our SBV conflict search runs on average about
16 - 28 times faster than the naive O(N2) algo-
rithm that is the previous best in the literature.
An additional 1.5 - 3 times improvement can be
obtained by using SBV with aggregation.

SBV conflict search runs on average about 6.5-9.4
times faster than BV . Thus the new bit semantic
is clearly very helpful, but the use of aggregation
appears also to be essential, buying an extra factor
beyond just the use of the new semantic.

5.3 Performance Evaluation on 5-dimensional
Synthetic Databases

We expect that the gain of our algorithm should
increase with the database size, at least when compared
to the naive algorithm. To go beyond the small size of
the commercial databases we have access to, we now
describe tp~'!ts with larger synthetic databases.

Unfortunately, database size is not the only param-
eter since we also have other tuning parameters such a.'!
the percentage of zero length prefixes, and the number
of subprefixes. We note that these parameters stress
our algorithm: for example, if no two prefixes are sub-
prefixes of each other, our algorithm will perform ex-
tremely well.

As we described PArlier in the paper we create our
synthetic 5-dimensional databases generating the W
prefixes by randomly selecting prefixes existent in rout-
ing tables available for public at [9]. We use a view of

the tables from September 12, 2000. The port ntllDbers
and protocol numbers are generated through a random
selection of these fields from the commercial databases
we have.

Each database that is created is characterized by the
number of rules as well as the percentage of wildcards
or special subprefixes that arc injected. Next we gen-
erate a number of rules proportional to the number of
rules in the filter database. These rules have the same
characteristics as the database which is examined. For
each rule we compute the number of memory accesses
it takes to identify possible conflicts with the rules al-
ready existing in the database. Our measurements re-
ported in [2] show that SBV outperforms BV because
it reduces the number of bit vectors which need to be
investigated during a conflict detection.

However, the following observation limits the max-
imum performance that may be achieved by a conflict
detection algorithm in our definition.

Observation 1 Given a K dimen.~ional filter
database, there is no conflict detection algorithm that
can run faster than the fastest packet classification
algorithm. (If this were not so, one could use the
conflict detection algorithm for lookup.)

As a result, in our measurements, we compare the
performance of SBV with both the original BV-bascd
conflict detection as well as the complexity of packet
classification tL"ing BV. Note that we are comparing our
algorithm for the harder problem of conflict detection
with one of the best algorithms (BV) for the easier
problem of packet classification.

Effect of zero-length prefixes: We first consider
the effect of zero-length prefixes (wildcards) on both
schemes with and without aggregation. We investigate
both the memory size occupied by the bit vectors as
well as the average time it takes for a conflict search. In
the SBV scheme with aggregation the overall memory
size gets reduced by the insertion of wildcards. This is
because when more rules with zero-length prefixes are
inserted they only modify the bit vectors associated
with the root of the tries. The bit vectors associated
with other trie nodes remain very sparse allowing a
large compres."ion coefficient to be as:.hieved by using
aggregation. This behavior sharply contrasts with the
behavior of the original BV scheme in which a value of
10% or higher of wildcards injected results in all the
bits of all of the aggregates being set. This is why the
memory size by using BV with aggregation reaches a
ceiling equal to (1 + *) * L, where A is the size of the
aggregate and L is the total memory size occupied by
the bit vectors in the BV.

We next investigate the effect of zero-length pre-
fixes on the average conflict search time. For exam-
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These elements may contribute to an increase in the
number of memory accesses required by algorithms u&-
ing aggregation through what we call false matchings
a... well as, in the case of SBV, through an incrf'.a8e in
the number of bit vectors that may need to be exam-
ined. However, our results show that these prefixes do
not have a large impact in the overall performance of
the algorithms. Also the memory size used by SBV
does not increase significantly when the injection rate
increases up to 20% This is also truc when aggrcgatiun
is used.

pIe, checking conflicts using SBV in a large database
with about 20000 rules with 20% wildcards injected 1 is

about 217 times faster than the original BV algorithm.
It is also about 430 times faster if it is used together
with aggregation. This is because thp.re are only, in
average, 6 bit vectors which need to be investigated in
SBV while in BV this number is 432. Much more, de-
spite increasing the number of rules in the database,
the average number of bit vectors which need to be
checked has not been greater than 7.

Effect 01 injecting subprefixes: A second feature
which may directly affect the overall performance of
our algorithm is the presence of entries having prefixes
which share common subprefixcs. Thesc cntries form
groups of nodes associated with valid prefixes which
share a common subprefix. These groups effectively
create subtries. The root of each subtrie is the longest
common subprefix of the group. We randomly generate
elements from 50 different groups. (This methodology
is justified more carefully in [1].) The IP prefixes in
the synthetic database are created either by randomly
picking elemcnts from these groups or from thc pub-
lic routing tables from [9]. The port number ranges
and protocol numbers are also generated by randomly
picking values from the commercial firewall databases.

6 Conclusions

The bit vector scheme introduced by Lakshman and
Stiliadis from Lucent is a seminal scheme with an effi-
cient hardware or software implementation. However,
this scheme only scales to medium size databases, does
not allow fast updates, and the naive extension to han-
dle conflict detection reqlures subtrie traversal and is
thus very slow. The scheme described in [1] scales to
large databases but has the second and third problems.

Recognizing that subtrie traversal is a bottleneck,
we introduce two new bit vector semantics: one based
on subtrie matches, and one based on exact matches.

By putting together this package of ideas, we pro-
vide a scheme which has all three features:(l)packet
classification that is only a small constant slower than

1 We've noticed that it is very common for a filter da~ahaae
to contain about 20% wildcards
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